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GOODBYE AUTUMN STATEMENT
Our new Chancellor, Philip
Hammond delivered his first, and
what we are told will be his last,
Autumn Statement on Wednesday
23 November 2016.
To be honest that was probably the only
really exciting thing about this year’s
statement which the professional tax press
described as “fairly dull from a tax point
of view” in comments published in the
days following. However, “fairly dull” and
stable is to a large extent what we have all
been asking for in this period of economic
uncertainty so I am not one to complain.
Let’s see if the new program of “spring
statement” and “Autumn Budget” which has
been proposed follows in the same vein.

The limited “tax” highlights were:
l Confirmation of the objective to raise the

tax free personal allowance to £12,500 and
the higher rate threshold to £50,000 in this
Parliament
l Confirmation of the plan to reduce the

mainstream Corporation Tax Rate to 17%
from April 2020, which will be the lowest
rate in the G20
l An indication that Research & Development

Tax reliefs will be extended

l The abolishment of Employee Shareholder

Status
l An indication that the proposed deemed

domicile status for all individuals residing
in the UK for more than 15 years will be
introduced, as planned, from April 2017
l Anti-avoidance measures for the VAT flat

rate scheme
Perhaps not unsurprisingly there were no
announcements relating to the Making
Tax Digital Proposals (see article in this
publication) other than their intention to
publish their response to the consultation
process in January 2017.
Please visit our website to access our full
report - http://www.rayneressex.com/
resources/autumn-statement/
After such a tumultuous year I wish
you all a very Happy Christmas
and hopefully
prosperous and
successful 2017.
Mark Moore,
Tax Partner,
Rayner Essex LLP
Naturally, if there any aspects of the 2016
Statement you would like to discuss in more
depth, please do not hesitate to contact me
at mark.moore@rayneressex.com
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INHERITANCE TAX RECEIPTS CONTINUE TO RISE
Latest figures from HMRC reveal
a 22% increase in inheritance
tax (IHT) receipts in the 2015/16
tax year. This is a significant
uplift from the average 12%
annual increases that have been
experienced since 2010. There
are several factors which have
contributed to the latest increase
including rising property prices
and the static IHT nil rate band.
The nil rate band has remained
at £325,000 since April 2009 and
is set to remain frozen at this
amount until April 2021.
Clearly, the data reveals the importance
of IHT planning to mitigate the impact of
the tax on death. If the assets on death
include residential property which has,
at some point, been a residence of the
deceased, a new relief may help to remove
or reduce an IHT tax liability. The new relief
– the ‘additional main residence nil rate
band’ - is being introduced for deaths on
or after 6 April 2017. The amount of relief is
being phased in over four years; starting
at £100,000 in the first year and rising to
£175,000 for 2020/21. For many married
couples and civil partners the relief is
effectively doubled as each individual has a
main nil rate band and each will potentially
benefit from the additional band.
The HMRC data reveals that, for those with
estates in the range £300,000 to £400,000,
a significant part of the estate consists of a
main residence and thus the relief will prove
effective to remove an IHT liability.

For larger estates, the HMRC data shows
an increasing proportion of the estate
consists of shares and securities.
Traditional planning to mitigate IHT
for these assets, and widely used by
individuals, include:
l Claiming the exemption on the transfer of

assets to a spouse or civil partner. This is
the most common exemption
to be used.
l Gifting assets to charity. A charitable gift

removes the gift from the value of the
estate and also may reduce the rate of
IHT on the remaining chargeable parts
of the estate from 40% to 36% if,
broadly, at least 10% of the net estate
is given to charities
l Business Property Relief. Assets

qualifying for this relief will bear no IHT.
Business property includes shares in
unquoted companies and therefore
many shares listed on the Alternative
Investment Market potentially qualify
for this relief.
It is also relevant to note in respect of larger
estates that if the net value of the estate
is above £2 million, the additional nil rate
band is tapered away by £1 for every £2
that the net value exceeds that amount.
For many individuals, the additional nil
rate band will be important but you need
to ensure that the relief will be available. If
wills have been written some time ago, they
may result in the tax advantages not being
fully utilised. Please do contact us
if you want advice on this matter.

NEW TAX-FREE CHILDCARE SCHEME –
LAUNCH DATE IS NEARLY HERE
After much
delay, the TaxFree Childcare
scheme will
be launched to
parents from
early 2017. The
scheme will be rolled out
gradually, with parents of the
youngest children able to apply
first. All eligible parents will be
able to join the scheme by the
end of 2017.
The relief will be 20% of the costs of
childcare up to a total of childcare costs of
£10,000 per child per year. The scheme will
therefore be worth a maximum of £2,000
per child (£4,000 for a disabled child). All
children under 12 within the first year of
the scheme will be eligible (up to 17 for
children with disabilities).

To qualify for Tax-Free Childcare all
parents in the household must:
l meet a minimum income level based

on working 16 hours per week at the
National Living Wage
l each earn less than £100,000 a year, and
l not already be receiving support through

Tax Credits or Universal Credit.
Parents will be able to open an online
account into which the government will
make ‘top up’ payments at a rate of 20p for
every 80p that families pay in.
Self-employed parents will be able to get
support with childcare costs using the TaxFree Childcare scheme, unlike the current
Employer-Supported Childcare scheme.
For employees, the Employer-Supported
Childcare scheme will remain open to
new entrants until April 2018. Parents
already registered by this date will be able
to continue using it for as long as their
employer offers it.
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NEW TAX RELIEF
FOR INVESTORS
Investors’ Relief (IR) is a new
tax relief designed to attract
new share capital into unlisted
companies. It was announced in
the 2016 Budget as an extension
to Entrepreneurs’ Relief (ER) but
the potential beneficiaries of IR
are different to the shareholders
who are entitled to ER.
Both reliefs are similar in providing a 10%
capital gains tax rate (rather than a 20%
tax rate for higher rate taxpayers) for
shareholdings in trading companies. They
also have the same upper limit. Up to £10
million of lifetime gains can be made and
be taxed at the preferential rate.
However, ER is aimed at shareholders
who own at least 5% of the ordinary
share capital of the company and
are also officers or employees in that
company whereas IR is designed for
non-working investors. Late changes to
the rules mean that IR may be given in
some scenarios where an individual (or
someone connected with an individual)
is an ‘unpaid director’ or becomes an
employee of the company, but the new
relief should be looked at by investors
and companies seeking additional
capital as an alternative to the Enterprise
Investment Scheme (EIS) and the Seed
Enterprise Investment Scheme (SEIS).
At first sight, EIS and SEIS look better from
the point of view of the investor. These
reliefs give income tax relief on the amount
invested and a complete tax exemption
from capital gains. IR gives no income tax
relief and a 10% capital gains tax rate.
However IR may be far more attractive
to companies seeking investment. EIS
and SEIS are subject to many conditions
including restrictions on the types of
trades which qualify, the size of the
company, how much can be raised and
how and when the monies are invested.
Scenarios in which IR may be attractive
to the company raising funds and the
investor include:
l asset backed trades which are excluded

from EIS and SEIS such as hotels,
property development and farming
l larger companies on the Alternative

Investment Market. These companies
are not regarded as ‘listed’ and so
potentially qualify. Some of these
companies could qualify for EIS but EIS
is restricted to companies with gross
assets of less than £15 million before a
further share issue.
Please talk to us if you are interested in IR as
an investor or you are seeking to raise funds.
If you have any queries,
please contact Mark Moore at
mark.moore@rayneressex.com
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COMPANIES HOUSE
AND THE EFFICIENT
FILING OF ACCOUNTS
There are now 3.7 million companies
on the Register, and in 2015
Companies House (CH) received
over 2.7m sets of accounts. Of these
88,000 were rejected and 195,000
penalties were issued.
Paper accounts now make up less than 25% of
the total and 6% were rejected compared with
2% of those submitted via proprietary software
and 0% via web filing.
CH check very few things in a set of accounts,
including whether they actually balance!

The reasons for rejections were:l Either the signature or the printed name of the

person signing the accounts was missing from
the foot of the balance sheet
l The company name did not exactly match

the name on the public record
l The company number was wrong
l Incorrect exemption statements
l Accounts were made up to the wrong

accounting reference date
CH have emphasised that the new Accounting
Standards and regulations will present both
companies and them with challenges.
The major area of confusion seems to be around
reduced disclosure for smaller companies who
will be preparing accounts under FRS102 (1A)
which replaces the FRSSE 2015 for accounting
periods beginning on or after 1 January 2016.
Companies have the option at the preparation stage
to prepare for members either full or, with 100%
of the members consent, abridged accounts.
At the filing stage companies have the option
to ‘fillet’ their accounts which is the removal
of the director’s report and statutory profit
and loss account. CH have suggested that
‘filleted accounts’ is printed on the front page.
Renumbering of the pages is not a requirement;
however as CH are going through a learning curve
it is probably a good idea.
We expect that most of our client companies
will probably choose to file filleted accounts, but
even if they prefer to file full or abridged accounts
CH and the accountancy bodies have made
it clear that best practice is electronic filing.

The benefits of digital filing include:l Security in that they arrive as soon as sent rather

than relying on the post, and, there is no copy of
the director’s signature on the public record
l Accuracy in that there is less risk of mistakes
l Speed in allowing a little extra time to finalise

accounts and meet tight deadlines
l Cost savings with no postage/courier costs

and a reduced chance of late filing penalties
With an increasingly digital world the way
forward for companies is the electronic filing of
accounts and Rayner Essex are fully compliant
and already providing this service to our clients.
If you have any questions about account filing
or Companies House policies in general please
contact our Statutory Manager David Howard
at david.howard@rayneressex.com
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FINANCIAL ACCOUNTS FOR SMALL COMPANIES
– TIME TO CHOOSE
In recent years many companies have been preparing and filing ‘small
company accounts’ under a Financial Reporting Standard for Small
Entities (FRSSE). However for financial years beginning on or after
1 January 2016, FRSSE has been withdrawn and small companies,
which qualify as ‘micro-entities’, have a new choice:
l to use the same accounting standard

– FRS 102 – as larger UK companies
but using a reduced disclosure regime
(section 1A) within the standard, or
l to apply an alternative standard - FRS 105.

FRS 102 introduces some significant
accounting challenges including
more widespread use of ‘fair value’
accounting. So there is a temptation
to use FRS 105 but this may not be the
best choice for the company.

Qualifying as a micro-entity
The main criterion is based on size limits.
The company has to meet two out of
three size limits, for two consecutive
years - turnover of £632,000, total assets
of £316,000 and 10 or fewer employees
(averaged throughout the year).
Certain financial services firms, such as
credit institutions and insurers, and also
charities are excluded from qualifying
and there are special rules if the
company is part of a group.

Simplified accounts
Accounts prepared under FRS 105
need consist of only a simplified Profit
& Loss Account (the accounts filed at
Companies House need not include
this), a Balance Sheet and two notes to
the accounts.
Company law presumes that microentity accounts prepared as above give
a true and fair view. This means that
the company is not required to add
any further disclosure. If instead the
company opts for the reduced disclosure
regime under FRS 102, there may be a
need for extra disclosure to ensure that
the accounts give a true and fair view.

Simpler accounting
FRS 105 imposes simpler accounting
treatment compared to FRS 102. There
are numerous differences between
FRS’s 102 and 105 but the three most
significant are likely to be:

Revaluation / fair value of
assets
This is not permitted under FRS 105.
By contrast, FRS 102 permits (and in
some cases requires) some assets to be
measured at fair value annually.
Avoiding the need to obtain regular fair
values may prove more convenient and
less costly for the business. However
if the company is currently revaluing
properties and has significant loans

and other debts against these properties,
using FRS 105 would mean re-measuring
the properties at ‘depreciated cost’, which
could reduce the balance sheet value
considerably.

Fewer intangible assets
Under FRS 105, fewer intangible assets
are recognised than under FRS 102. For
instance, if the company were to acquire
a business, the purchase price will be
divided between tangible assets and
liabilities and goodwill – the company
would not need to identify separate
individual intangible assets such as
customer lists and brand names. It also
means, however, that internally-generated
intangibles such as development costs
cannot be treated as assets; instead, such
costs must be expensed through profits
as incurred.

No more deferred tax
FRS 105 does not allow companies to
recognise deferred tax. By contrast, FRS
102 includes deferred tax more frequently
than before.

Other things to consider
The relatively brief information presented
within micro-entity accounts means
that less financial detail is available
to the public (via the filed accounts at
Companies House). Directors may find
this an advantage; however, it remains to
be seen whether this lack of information
could damage the company’s creditrating. The shareholders of the company
will also receive less information in their
members’ accounts.
Directors can provide more information in
the accounts than the statutory minimum,
should they prefer to do so. We will
be happy to supplement the minimum
statutory information with extra analysis
so that directors have enough financial
detail to make informed decisions in
running the business.
We want to ensure that directors are
prepared and informed about the
accounting choices for the company,
which include (but are not limited to)
the issues we have covered above.
Please do get in touch.
If you have any queries,
please contact Simon Essex at
se@rayneressex.com
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RENTAL INCOME SPLITS
Our current tax regime provides a
potential benefit of a historically
high level of income tax personal
allowance. The increases in the
personal allowance in recent years
has come at the cost of reductions
in the band of income being taxed at
basic rate but, in the current year, an
individual may have £43,000 of income
before higher rate tax applies.
Married couples and civil partners have
opportunities to double the income limit and they
are helped by the tax rules which treat asset
transfers between couples as tax neutral.
There are however traps for the unwary.

MAKING TAX DIGITAL – THE PROPOSALS
In 2015 the Government
announced a major plan
to modernise the tax
administration system by
introducing digital services
for tax. This is the most
substantial change to tax
administration in the UK
since the introduction of
self-assessment some
twenty years ago.
The following is proposed:
l the creation of personalised digital

One area that HMRC seem to be paying close
attention to at the moment is how rental income is
divided between spouses. The law on this point has
not changed for many years.
The general rule is where rents are received from an
asset held in the names of individuals who are married
to each other and living together, the income is shared
equally. This rule often works very well for many
married couples. Even if the husband has contributed
90% of the capital to purchase the property, the wife
is deemed to receive half of the income.
However what if the couple want to allocate more
share of the income to the spouse with little other
income? It is possible to vary this default position
provided that:
l the couple make a joint declaration, and
l they are ‘beneficially entitled’ to unequal shares

in the property.
The joint declaration is made on a form - Form 17
- and requests evidence to support the declaration
that beneficial interests in the property are unequal,
for example a declaration or deed.
Here’s where many couples get into difficulties.
If the property is located in England, Wales or
Northern Ireland, it is often owned by married
couples as ‘joint tenants’. If so, the split is 50/50.
The split remains 50/50 even if a declaration of deed
is submitted. A necessary preliminary step is to
change the ownership of the property from a ‘joint
tenancy’ into ownership as ‘tenants in common’.
In Scotland, ‘common owners’ is similar in principle
to tenants in common.
The rules summarised above do not apply to
properties which fall within the definition of
furnished holiday lettings and properties held by a
partnership where the spouses are partners. In both
these cases trading profits may be allocated in any
way the partners choose. However, HMRC consider
that it is unusual for a couple to be in partnership as
the existence of a partnership depends on a degree
of organisation similar to that required in an ordinary
commercial business.
Please contact us if you wish to consider your
options for splitting income.
If you have any queries, please contact Mark
Moore at: mark.moore@rayneressex.com

tax accounts for individuals and for
businesses

Six consultations documents were
published by HM Revenue & Customs
(HMRC) on 15th August 2016, which
provide further details of these proposals.
The consultation window for these
proposals closed on 7th November
2016 and Rayner Essex have submitted
a response to the consultation. In the
Autumn Statement delivered on 23rd
November, the Government stated that
they will respond to the consultation in
January 2017.
Please visit our website:
www.rayneressex.com/resources/
making-tax-digital/ to view our
document covering The Proposals.

l quarterly digital reporting of income

and expenditure by corporate
businesses, self-employed
individuals and landlords
l options for paying tax on a

voluntary basis.

If you have any questions regarding
Making Tax Digital please
contact Mark Moore at
mark.moore@rayneressex.com
or Adela Cebotari at
adela.cebotari@rayneressex.com

ARE YOU AN EMPLOYER?
If you are an employer currently offering
an Employer-Supported Childcare
scheme, you need to consider the terms
under which you will continue to offer the
scheme. Whether or not it is beneficial
for your employees to remain in the
existing scheme depends on a number of

factors and you will need to ensure that
employees have access to advice from
the Childcare scheme provider.
If you have any queries, please
contact Pat Strods at
ps@rayneressex.com

CONGRATULATIONS TO SUSAN LEWIS
Congratulations to Rayner Essex client
Susan Lewis from Leigh Lewis Associates
Limited who is the lucky winner of an
Apple Watch Series 2 presented by Tax
Manager Maxine McIntosh.
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ENROLMENT
Location:
St Albans office
& London office
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Susan was randomly selected from a
draw consisting of Rayner Essex personal
tax clients who sent their tax return
information in by the 30th September.

VERULAM
LUNCH CLUB
Location:
Verulam Golf Club,
St Albans

This newsletter is for general information only and is not intended to be advice to any specific person. You are
recommended to seek competent professional advice before taking or refraining from taking any action on the
basis of the contents of this publication. The newsletter represents our understanding of law and HM Revenue
& Customs practice as at December 2016.

